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AMENABLERELATIONS FOR ENDOMORPHISMS
JANE M. HAWKINS
Abstract.
We give necessary and sufficient conditions for an endomorphism to
admit an equivalent invariant tr-finite measure in terms of a generalized PerronFrobenius operator. The assumptions are that the endomorphism is nonsingular
(preserves sets of measure zero), conservative, and finite-to-1. We study two orbit equivalence relations associated to an endomorphism, and their connections

to nonsingularity, ergodicity, and exactness. We also discuss Radon-Nikodym
derivative cocycles for the relations and the endomorphism, and relate these to
the Jacobian of the endomorphism.

Introduction
To every ergodic nonsingular automorphism of a Lebesgue space one can
associate amenable equivalence relations in several natural ways. This paper
continues a study begun in [10] on invariants for endomorphism under a type
of orbit equivalence which is weaker than isomorphism but much stronger than
the analogous concept in the invertible case. We also consider Radon-Nikodym
derivatives for the relation as well as the Radon-Nikodym cocycle for an endormorphism. In the invertible case, whether one considers the Jacobian function
for a transformation, the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the mapping or the
Radon-Nikodym derivative of the associated amenable equivalence relation, it
is the same cocycle and purely a question of notation. The situation is completely different in the noninvertible case (see for example, [7, 10-12]). This
paper contains in addition to a discussion about the various cocycles mentioned
above, some attempts to draw connections between these objects. There are still
many open question in this area, including what the best notion of weak orbit
equivalence for noninvertible maps is and its invariants.
In §1 we introduce the relation Rj and a subrelation St associated to any
endomorphism T. The main results proved in this section are that Rj is nonsingular and ergodic if and only if T is (nonsingular means both forward and

backward nonsingular); if T is nonsingular, then St is nonsingular but the
converse is false. If T is nonsingular, then St is ergodic if and only if T is
exact. Some of the results in §1 for finite measure-preserving endomorphisms
are implicit in a paper of Rohlin [18], and some have appeared recently in [21].
In §2 we also use conditions of Kakutani [13] to give examples of invertible
odometers giving rise to ergodic nonsingular and singular one-sided shifts on
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the same measure space. Section 3 is a comparison between the Jacobian function which measures the local measure-theoretic properties of an endomorphism
T and the Radon-Nikodym derivative for the relations St and Rt . In §4 we
discuss the Radon-Nikodym derivative cocycle coß for the endomorphism, a
cocycle for the semigroup action generated by T. We give necessary and sufficient conditions on co^ for T to admit a rr-finite invariant measure equivalent
to p, and in §5 we study recurrence of measures and Markovians. Section
6 contains some generalizations to countable-to-1 endomorphisms, including a
short discussion of an example of Schmidt [21]. We conclude the paper with
a section connecting the relations R and S to coß and mention a few open

problems.
The author would like to thank Karma Dajani, Stanley Eigen, Klaus Schmidt,
and Cesar Silva for useful discussions concerning this paper, and Bruce Kitchens
for his hospitality at IBM in Yorktown Heights where an early draft of this paper
was written in 1988. We also thank the referee for many useful comments.

1. Properties

of the relations

R and S for an endomorphism

We begin by defining two relations of interest to us in this paper; one is
a subrelation of the other. Throughout we assume that T is a nonsingular
endomorphism of a Lebesgue space (X, 38, p), with p a c-finite measure; in
addition we assume that T is at most countable-to-1. By a result of Rohlin
[17] we can assume by replacing X by a measurable T-invariant subset of full
measure if necessary that T is forward nonsingular as well so that T satisfies:
for all A £ &, p(A) = 0 ^ p(T'xA) = 0 & p(TA) = 0. We will therefore
have a standing assumption throughout this paper that T nonsingular means T
is both forward and backward nonsingular. It is well known that there exists a
partition of X into at most countably many pieces Ç = {Ax, A2, A$, ...} such
that p(Ai) > 0 and the restriction of T to each A¡, which we will write as T¡,
is one-to-one. In particular, let e denote the point partition of X ; we choose
each A¡ to be a maximal one-sheeted set of T~le [17], and we number the
atoms so that p(TA¡) > p(TA¡+x) for each i. We can assume then, since T
is surjective, that Tx is one-to-one and onto X. We will call such a partition
a Rohlin partition for T. (It is not unique.) We define T to be n-to-1 if
every Rohlin partition Ç = {Ax, A2, A-¡, ...} contains precisely n atoms with
Ti one-to-one and onto X for each / = 1,... , n. Equivalently, for p-a.e.
x £ X, the set T~lx contains exactly n points. We call T bounded-to-1 if
every Rohlin partition has only finitely many atoms. (The number of atoms will
be independent of the choice of (.) For each fixed Rohlin partition Ç, a unique
partition Çk is uniquely determined up to labelling for the endomorphism Tk
for all Ac> 1 ; it is given by Çk= \/kI0xr~'f.
We define an equivalence relation on X x X as follows.

Definition 1.1. (l)The point (x, y) £ XxX is in RT if and only if Tnx = Tmy
for some n, m > 1.
(2) We say (x, y) £ ST ç Rt if Tnx = Tny for some n > 1.

It is well known (cf. [4]) that Rt and St are amenable measurable equivalence relations on X, and such relations are classified up to isomorphism [14,
4]. When it is clearly understood that the transformation under study is T,
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we simply write R and S for RT and St respectively. We remark that T is
invertible if and only if 5 is trivial (each equivalence class consists of exactly
one point). In this case, R(x) = {y : (x, y) £ R} £ {T"x)nez ■
As in [10], we define two endomorphisms T and T to be orbit equivalent if
Rt and Rr are isomorphic. We say T and T are strongly orbit equivalent
if RT ~ Rt and the isomorphism y/ implementing the orbit equivalence
satisfies y/ x \p(St) —Sr ■ The (\, \) i.i.d. Bernoulli shift and the (\, \, j)
i.i.d. Bernoulli shift are orbit equivalent but not strongly orbit equivalent [10].
Since nonsingular ergodic countable amenable equivalence relations have been
completely classified up to isomorphism [14, 4], it is interesting to study St and
Rt for an endomorphism T to see how much information they carry about the
original endomorphism. We recall some basic terminology about these relations.
These relations are also discussed in [21].
Definition 1.2. Assume that R —Rt is the measurable relation defined above

for T.
(1) For every set A £ 38 ,
R(A) = {y e X : (x, y) £ R for some x £ A} = [j R(x),
x€A

where R(x) is the equivalence class of x.
(2) We say that the equivalence relation R is nonsingular (w.r.t. p on X)

if p(A) = 0 <s>p(R(A)) = 0 for all A £ 38.
(3) R is ergodic (w.r.t. p) if R(A) = A =>p(A) = 0 or p(X\A) = 0.
By Aut(X) we mean the set of all measurable, invertible nonsingular mappings (automorphisms) of X.

(4) The full group of R, is definedby
[R] = {V £ Aut(X) : (jc , Vx) £ RT for a.e. x £ X).
Similarly we define
[S] = {U £ Aut(X) : (x, Ux) £ ST for a.e. x £ X}.
(5) A partial isomorphism of R is an element ofthefullgroupoid of R denoted
[[R]]. We define [[R]] = {</>
: A -» B , A, B £& , <p is one-to-one, onto B ,
nonsingular, and (x, 4>x)£ Rt for all x £ A) .

Clearly [R] ç [[R]] and [S] C [[S]] Q [[R]]. We remark that if F 6 [[S]],
V must have the property that for p a.e. x, Tn{-X^x= Tn(x\Vx) for some
n(x) £ N. Therefore Vx £ {T-"(Tnx)}neN; if x ± Vx, then jc and Vx lie
in different atoms of the partition Çn corresponding to T" .
There are obvious connections between the ergodicity and nonsingularity of
T and that of Rt and St ', in particular, we show in the lemma below that
they are the same for the case of T and Rt - The connections between T
and ST are more interesting, but we begin by proving that the ergodicity and
nonsingularity of T and Rt are equivalent notions.

Lemma 1.3. (1) T is nonsingular ^ RT is nonsingular.

(2) T is ergodic •«•Rt is ergodic.
Proof of (I). (•*=)If T is singular, then there exists A £ 38 , p(A) > 0 such that
either (a) p(T~lA) = 0, or (b) p(TA) = 0. If (a) occurs then let B = T~XA,
so p(B) = 0, but p(R(B)) > p(A) > 0. Therefore R is singular. Case (b) is
proved similarly.
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(=>) If R is singular, then there exists a set A, p(A) —0, but p(R(A)) > 0.
This means there exists a partial isomorphism /: A —►
B such that p(A) = 0

but p(B) > 0, with B = fA and (A, fA) £ RT. Therefore there exists a set
C ç B, p(C) > 0 and fixed m, n £ N such that f~xy = T~nTmy for all
y £ C. Since p(f~xC) —0, it follows that T is singular too.

Proof of (2). It sufficesto show that for A £ 38, T~lA = A if and only if
i?(/4) = y4. From definition 1.1(2) we have that for any x ,
R(x) = {T-m(Tnx)}m>n>x = R(T~xx) = T~x(R(x)).

Then Ä(^) = R(T~lA) = r-'(Ä(^))
immediately. G

for ^ e ^,

and the result follows

We now turn to the connections between T and the subrelation St ■ First,
nonsingularity of T implies nonsingularity of St , even though the converse is
not true as was shown in [10] and Example 2.1 below. Second, ergodicity of St
forces the ergodicity of T when the measure is nonsingular for both St and
T. This is obvious, but the converse is not true. The ergodicity of St forces
the ergodicity of Rt which, as shown above is equivalent to the ergodicity of
T. But more precisely, ergodicity of St is equivalent to exactness of T, which
is proved in Theorem 1.6.

Lemma 1.4. For any set A £ 38,
oo

S(A) = Ali T-l(TA)U T~2(T2A)ö ■■■= \J T~n(TnA)

(pmodQ).

n=0

Proof. Since S(x) = {T-n(Tnx)}„e® , the result follows immediately.

D

Lemma 1.5. If T is nonsingular, then S is nonsingular.

Proof. Suppose S is singular; then there exists a set A c X such that p(A) = 0

but p(S(A)) > 0. By Lemma 1.4, S(A) = \J™=1
T~n(TnA). Now p(A) =
0 => for n £ N, p(TnA) = 0 by the nonsingularity of T ; this implies that
p(T~n(TnA))

= 0 but this contradicts the above.

We recall that a nonsingular endomorphism

D

T is exact if fl^lo T~n38 =

{X, 0} (/imodO) ; that is, if A e fl^o T~n^ >then P-(A)= ° or P(X\A) =
0. We show here that ergodicity of St is equivalent to exactness of T for T
any nonsingular endomorphism. This result in the measure-preserving case is

implicit in a paper of Rohlin [18].
Theorem 1.6. // T is a nonsingular endomorphism of a probability space, then
St is ergodic if and only if T is exact.
Proof. Consider any set A £ f)^=0 T~n& ; then we can write A = T~n(TnA)
(pmodO) for all n > 1. Therefore S {A) = U„ti T~n(TnA) = \j™=xA=
A . Conversely, if S(A) = A , then A £ f|^0 T~n& ; this gives a one-to-one
correspondence between sets in CÇ=0T~n38 and ¿'-invariant sets. Ergodicity
of S implies if S(A) = A , then p(A) = 0 or p(X\A) = 0, which is equivalent
to the exactness of T. D
We obtain the following corollaries to the above theorem.
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Corollary 1.7. If T is an expanding endomorphism of a closed manifold M with
Holder continuous derivative DXT (in x), then RT and St are both ergodic
relations with respect to Lebesgue measure.
Corollary 1.8. An expanding map T of a bounded metric space with a Borel
probability measure has Rt and St ergodic.
Proofs. In both cases T is exact (cf. [15]).
Example 1.9. We give an example of an ergodic measure-preserving endomorphism F of a Lebesgue probability space for which 5> is not ergodic. This
is an example of a nonexact endomorphism similar to one given in [12]. The
space on which we construct F is T2 ~ R2/Z2, endowed with the a -algebra of
Borel sets and Lebesgue measure. We define two maps of the circle, g(x) = 2x
(modi) and f(x) = x + a (modi) with a irrational in (0, 1). Then on

T2 we define F(x, y) - (g(x), f(y)) = (2x (mod 1), x + a (mod 1)). Since
g is exact and / is finite measure preserving the ergodic, T is ergodic [1].
We produce nontrivial invariant sets for the relation S> as follows. Let A be
any set in Tl satisfying 0 < p(A) < 1. Then consider the set B = Tx x A ;
it has Lebesgue measure strictly between 0 and 1. Furthermore we claim that

B = S(B) = U~ i F-"(FnB).
F-"(FnB)

This is clear by computing that

= {(jc, y): Fn(x,y)

£ F"B}

= {(jc,y): (2"x (modi), y + na (modi)) £ Tx xfnA}.
But / is invertible, so f~n(fnA)) = A, and therefore F~n(FnB) = B. This
shows that Sp is not ergodic; the relation Rp is ergodic by Lemma 1.3(2). D

2. Measures for shifts and odometers
Another connection between T and St has been studied by the author in
[10]. Each isomorphism class of S corresponds to an orbit equivalence class
of an odometer, and in fact a binary odometer with some nonsingular ergodic
measure [14]. One can realize every isomorphism class of S first as an odometer
(where we define two points to be related if and only if they are in the same
two-sided orbit under the odometer action), then as the relation St for a onesided shift T. This is discussed and proved in [10]. In [10] an example is
given of an ergodic nonsingular (type II«,) relation St coming from a onesided shift which is singular. That this should happen for many choices of an
odometer can be seen by studying the conditions set out by Kakutani in [13] for
products measures. One can determine which product odometers on n states
are realizable as the relations St for a nonsingular shift T (on the same space).
We briefly review the conditions.
A distance between measures is defined by p(m, m') = Jx y/<j>(x)dm(x) for
measures m, m' on X where <f>(x)= dm'(x)/dm(x) is the Radon-Nikodym
derivative of m' with respect to m. Equivalently, one defines the metric

a(m, m') = -logp(m,

m') = -log / vV>(x)dm(x).
Jx

If we let X be the infinite product space X = ITjioiO » 1 >•••>" _ Uj: >and
m = YiJLomj ' m' = HJLom'j ' ^tn each mj anc* tn'j a probability measure
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on Xj —{0, I, ... , n - 1} , then Kakutani showed that
oo

oo

m ~ m' & Y\ p(wj , m'j) > 0 <=>J^ a(mj, m'j) < co.
;=0

7=0

We now consider m to be any ergodic nonsingular product measure for the
odometer. To check whether m is also a nonsingular measure for the one-sided
shift on X, we apply Kakutani's condition to the measures m and mT~l. A
computation shows that a necessary condition for the product measure to be
nonsingular for the shift is that, as j gets large, the measures on each factor,
mj, mj+x,..., mj+k, need to be getting strictly closer to each other as measures

on {0, 1,...,

n - 1}.

Example 2.1. A simple example of an ergodic nonsingular odometer measure
giving rise to a singular shift T is the following. We choose any a and ß
in (0,1) with a t¿ ß. Then for all even n £ N, let pn be given by the
distribution (a, I - a); for all odd n £ N, let pn be given by the distribution
(ß, 1 - ß). It is straightforward to compute that the infinite product measure p
is ergodic and nonsingular for the binary odometer. It is also easy to compute
that this measure does not satisfy the conditions of Kakutani so does not give
a nonsingular measure for the shift T. Under some additional hypotheses on
a and ß , we can control the ratio set of the odometer (i.e., the isomorphism
class of the relation S). For example, fixing any X £ (0, 1), and choosing
a = X/(l+X) and ß — 1 - a gives a measure p of type IIL; for the odometer.
We obtain a type IIL relation S (or odometer) by choosing a = X/(l +X) and
ß = yj (I + y), with log A and logy rationally independent.

These examples show that nonsingularity of T is not inherited from the
subrelation St and that Lemma 1.3(1) is the strongest result possible. Letting
T' denote the i.i.d. one-sided (X/(l +X), 1/(1 + X)) Bernoulli shift, and using
T and the ILL; p described above, we have that St - St- ■ However, T is
singular and V is nonsingular, so RT is not isomorphic to Rt> ■
Example 2.2. An example given in [10] with the property that the relation St
is nonsingular, ergodic, n^ , but the associated shift T is singular has measure

defined as follows: for n £ N,
/Í2fi(0) = AÍ2n(l)= 2>

ß2n-l(0)=

(W+1)2»

/¿2n-l(l)=

1~ (w+1)2"

Example 2.3. The above conditions for the nonsingularity and ergodicity of
shifts were explored in papers by Krengel [26] and Hamachi [8]. Hamachi gives
an example of a two-sided shift with a product measure for which no equivalent
invariant measure exists. By looking at that example as a one-sided shift, it can
be shown that the one-sided shift retains the same measure-theoretic properties
as its two-sided counterpart; i.e., we obtain an exact shift which admits no
equivalent a -finite invariant measure.
We obtain the following additional corollaries to Theorem 1.6.
Corollary 2.4. Let X denote the one-sided shift space on n states, and let p be
an ergodic nonsingular measure for the odometer on X. Then p is nonsingular
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for the shift T on X if and only if T is nonsingular and exact with respect to

PCorollary 2.5. Let X denote the one-sided shift space on n states, and let p be
an ergodic nonsingular product measure for the shift on X. Then p is an exact
measure for the shift.
Proof. If p is a product measure which is nonsingular and ergodic for the shift,
then it is ergodic for the odometer (cf. [9]), so it is exact. D

We now apply a characterization of Brown and Dooley [2] of ergodic odometer measures to exactness of shifts. We assume as above that
oo

X = ]\{0,l,...,n-l}j
j=o
(although their result is true for more general odometer spaces), with 38 the
Borel sets and p any measure on 38 .
Definition 2.6. Let 38j be the sub- cr-algebra of 38 generated by rectangles

{IlLi Ak * TlkLj+ixk >with Ak a Borelset of Xk], and let 38¡ be the suba-algebra generated by the rectangles {Ylk=xXk x YlT=j+iAk >with Ak a Borel
set of Xk and almost every Ak is Xk] . The measure p is a weak product type
if for every j there is n(j) > j such that

p(AHB) = p(A)p(B)

for all A £ 38¡, B£38^j).

Note: p is of product type if n(j) = j works for all j.
following corollary is immediate.

From [2] the

Corollary 2.7. Let X denote the one-sided shift space on n states, and let p be
an ergodic nonsingular measure for the shift on X. Then p is exact for the shift
if and only if p is of weak product type.
3. The Jacobian for

T and the Radon-Nikodym
for Rt and St

derivatives

We consider some connections between the full group of the relations of an
endomorphism and the Jacobian function defined by Parry [16] for an endomorphism. Using the notation of §1, we choose a Rohlin partition Ç = {Ax, ...}
for T; we note that the measure pT\A¡ = pT¡ is absolutely continuous with
respect to p. The Jacobian of T is then defined by

w^)=Euw¥w.
The Jacobian is independent of the choice of Rohlin partition Ç [16].
We will first consider endomorphisms whose Rohlin partitions have exactly
n atoms. We remark that while most of the results in this section have straightforward proofs if the endomorphism T is a shift on n states, we cannot make
that assumption. The reason is that any w-to-1 measure-preserving shift has
measure theoretic entropy at most log n . We give two different types of examples of H-to-1 endomorphisms whose entropy is greater than log«.
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Examples 3.1. 1. Consider the Cartesian product of any invertible measurepreserving ergodic transformation with infinite entropy and a 1-sided Bernoulli
shift on n states. The product map is n-to-1, ergodic, and has infinite entropy.
This map is not exact.
2. A different example which is exact, and four-to-one on the two-dimensional
torus is given by the matrix A — [\\] (which induces an endomorphism on
R2/Z2 in the usual way). One computes from [6] that the entropy is too large
(> log 4) for this to be written as a shift on four states.
The results below indicate that nevertheless there is present the structure of
a shift (or odometer) on n states in such endomorphisms.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose T is a nonsingular n-to-l endomorphism of (X ,38, p).
Then there is an automorphism V £ [S], V ^ Id, such that dpV/dp is a
coboundary for V with transfer function JßT ■Furthermore ToV — T a.e.
Proof. We will define V £ [S] as follows. We choose and fix a Rohlin partition
£; we will define V to map Ax injectively onto A2, A2 onto A-¡, etc., and
An onto Ax. For each x £ Ax, there is a unique y £ A2 such that Tx = Ty.
We define Vx = y £ A2 ; in particular, Vx = r2_1 o Tx(x). We define V
in this way on every atom of the partition of X given by Ç; for x £ Ak,
Vx = Tk~xx
o Tk(x) if k < n - 1. For x £ An , Vx = 7/f1 o Tn(x). We have
defined a one-to-one map of X onto itself which preserves the partition Ç. V
is clearly not ergodic with respect to p ; fix any set B ç Ax of positive measure,
and look at its translates under V. The set B' = B U VB U • • • U Vn~xB is
invariant under V. In fact V is periodic and V = Id. We now compute the

Radon-Nikodym derivative of V . For / < n , if x £ A¡■■,
Vx = T¡~\ o T¡(x).
Therefore

dPv(Y^-éPÏM(Tr,dpTt
ip7{x) - -djr{TiX)-dp7{x)

djú^
- -d¡r{TiX)JiiT{x)'

A computation shows that if jc 6 A¡, T¡x = Tx = TVx and

dp

JfiTM(x)

dp

JßT(Vx)'

Therefore

dfiV/x) - J^(x)
dp
J»t(Vx)
Similarly, for x £ A„ ,

It is easy to check that T o V = T a.e. G
We can obtain a similar result for any k £ N, by noting that the V we
define in the above theorem was only in the full group of the subrelation Sx =
{(x, y) £ X x X: Tx - Ty} . The same proof as above gives us the following
corollary.
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Corollary 3.3. Suppose T is an n-to-l nonsingular endomorphism of (X, 38, p)

and k £ N. Then there exists V £ [S], V ^ Id, such that dpV/dp is a
V-coboundary with transfer function J^
and J^
is the Jacobian for Tk .
Furthermore V is periodic of period nk, and Tk o V = Tk a.e.

Corollary 3.4. If T is bounded-to-l, there exists V £ [S], F ^ Id, such that
dpV/dp

is a coboundary for V with transfer function JßT, and ToV = T a.e.

Proof. The construction of V is only slightly more complicated than in the
proof of 3.2. Suppose that £ has m atoms. We write Ax as a disjoint union,
Ax = Bx U A\ U • • ■U A? , where A\ = {x £ Ax : 3y £ A¡, s.t. Tx = Ty, but no
y exists for and j < i} . The set Bx = {x : Tx = Ty =>y $ A¡ for any i > 1} .
We define V\B = Id, and V\A¡= T¡~xo T. We continue the algorithm, writing
Ai = Bi U A)+xU • • • U A? for i < m, and map Am and all 5,'s into Ax. G
Remark 3.5. 1. Changing to a measure v ~ p with h —dpjdv gives duV/dv
a coboundary with transfer function J^h . The choice of V is not unique in
the above results.

2. For T bounded-to-l, we write S = Sx U S2 U • ■• U S" ■■■ where (x, y) e
S' if T'x = T'y and Tjx ^ Tjy for j < i. For each fixed i, Theorem
3.2 and Corollaries 3.3 and 3.4 give us a canonical method for defining an
element of V¡ £ [S], V¡ £ S', which admits an equivalent invariant measure.
Then X/[S¡] = X/I^-orbits, and letting n,■: X -> X/[Sj] = X¡, we see that
T' o m = Tj a.e. for all ¡eN. The factor algebra of measurable sets in X¡ is
given by ¿B¡.= {A £ 38 : A = T~lC for some CsJ};
that is, &¡ ~ T-l3B ,
so (Xi, 3§i, Pi) ~ (X, T~l38, pi), where p¡ is the restriction of p to T~'38 .
Clearly 7t, is nonsingular with respect to p and p¡ ; i.e., it is a factor map for
T. The endomorphism T is exact if and only if only the trivial sets 0 and X
are in X¡ for all i. The maps T' : X¡ -* X are invertible.
3. More generally, let V denote any partial isomorphism of S. Then V £
[[S]], so if V: A -» B, then for every x £ A, Vx £ T~kM(Tk^x).
Then
dpV(x)/dp - JnTkw{x)IJfiTkw(Vx) by the above arguments. This tells us
that the ratio set of 51 can be computed by using ratios of the value of the
Jacobians of the powers of T. If the Jacobian of Tk is T~k38-measurable for
all k £ N, then the relation St is type II, since J^ is completely determined
on one atom of Çk, and (jc, y) e S =>•/^(jc) = J^iy)
f°r some k. Under
the assumption that p(X) = 1, J^
is T~k38-measurable for all k implies

that the relation St is type IL .
We have just outlined the proof of the following corollary.

Corollary 3.6. If T is an ergodic nonsingular endomorphism which is countableto-l, and the Jacobian J^j is constant a.e. on X, then the relation St is of type

II. If p(X) < oo, then S is of type IL ; otherwise S is of type IIM .
Proof. By the above arguments, for any V £ [[S]], we have

dpV.

J^Áx)

K"W

-dp7{X)=CMVx)=K^)

,

= 1'

.

. . .

„

WhereW = í:a'e' D

That the converse to Corollary 3.6 is false can be seen in the following example.
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Example 3.7. We give an ergodic endomorphism T whose Jacobian is nonconstant and satisfies, JßTk is T^^-measurable
for each fc > 1. It is a similar
construction to Example 1.9; it is also a C°° map on a torus. The space on
which T acts is T2 ~ R2/Z2, endowed with the a -algebra of Borel sets and
Lebesgue measure. We define two maps of the circle, g(x) = 2x (mod 1) and let
/ be any orientation-preserving diffeomorphism of the circle which is Lebesgue

ergodic. Then on T2 we let T(x, y) = (g(x),f(y))

= (2x (modi),

f(y)).

Since g is exact and / is ergodic, T is ergodic by [1].

We compute the Jacobian to be JßT(x, y) = 2Df(f~xy) = 2/Df~x(y),
which is clearly T~'^-measurable.
Furthermore, for any k > 1,
JßTk(x, y) = 2kDfk(f~ky) = 2k/Df~k(y),
which is T~k38-measurable. This example appears in a paper by the author
and Silva [12]. Obviously, the Jacobian will not be constant unless / is chosen
to be irrational rotation as in Example 1.9.

Corollary 3.8. If T is an ergodic nonsingular endomorphism which is boundedto-l, and the Jacobian JßT is constant a.e. on X, then the relation Rt is of
type IHjf and K = JßT(x) a.e.
Proof. By the above arguments, for any V £ [[R]], we have
dpV

_

JTmM(x)

_ *WW _ Km(x)-n(x)

-.

n

4. The Radon-Nikodym derivative and equivalent
invariant measures for t
In this section we study some connections between the Jacobian and the
Radon-Nikodym derivative of the endomorphism T itself, not the associated
relations. Throughout this section we will assume that T is a finite-to-1 (but
not necessarily bounded-to-l) nonsingular ergodic endomorphism of a Lebesgue
space with p a tr-finite measure. Since p is cr-finite on 38, p is also tr-finite
on T~x38, and on T~"& for all n > 1. There are several equivalent ways to
define the Radon-Nikodym derivative of T which we will denote by coß; they
have been described in some detail by Silva [23]. We will define coß to be the
unique T~ '^-measurable function satisfying

(*)

[ foT-cotidp=

Jx

[ fdp

Jx

forallf£Lx(X,p).

We define the cocycle generated by coß by
coß(k, jc) = coll(x)coIJ(Tx)---cofl(Tk~xx)

for/ceN,

x£X.

Alternatively, if one writes 6ß(x) - dpT~l(x)/dp,
then obviously 6ß o T is
T~ '^-measurable, and by uniqueness of Radon-Nikodym derivatives, coß(x) =
l/6ß(Tx) a.e. Furthermore, one can check by writing down the integral equations that
y€T~lx

and
coß(x)
YsyeT-HTx)XlJnT(y) '
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Definition 4.1. ( 1) By the Jacobian cocycle for T (w.r.t. p) we mean the cocycle
Jß : N x X -»•R+ generated by the Jacobian function for T defined in §3; i.e.,
Jß(l, x) = JßT(x) for a.e. xel.and
Jß(k, x) = T\k~0x
JßT(T'x) = JßTt(x)

a.e. for all k £N.
(2) The index function for a nonsingular endomorphism T which is finiteto-1 is the T~'^"-measurable function n : X -> N which for each jc gives the
number of preimages of Tx . The map T is «(jc)-to-l at jc , and we call the
set of preimage points of Tx, {x = xx, x2, ... , xn^} , symmetric points for
jc , or just symmetric points. The function n generates an N cocycle for T,
and n(k, x) = nTk(x) for all k £ N. If T is an w-to-1 endomorphism, then
n(k, x) = nk a.e. This function was defined by Walters [25].
Definition 4.2. The operators Pk and Ek . We define the following operators
which are generalizations of the Perron-Frobenius operator to the nonsingular
case.
We fix any k £ N. For each measurable function /, we define the function
yeT-HT*X)JpTk[y)

(1) The operator Pk takes measurable functions on (X, 38, p) to measurable functions, and Pkf is r-*^"-measurable for any ^"-measurable /.

(2) Pk is linear in /; if /> 0, then Pkf>0.
(3) We have that coß = l/Pj¡l, and for every JfceN, Pß(l)(x) = (coßTk)-x(x)
p a.e.
We now define for each measurable /, and each k £ N,

Ek(f) = Pkf/Pkl=Pkf-coß.
The operator is a generalization of the conditional expectation operator onto

the sub- a -algebra T"k38 , and

(4) When /£L'(X,^,/i),wehave
Ek(f) = Eß(f\T~k38).
(5) If / is r-^-measurable, then Ek(f) = / and Pk(f) = f/coßTk.
(6) If p is r-invariant, then for every measurable /, Pß(f) - Ek(f).
(7) The operators Pk = Ek are both well defined when T is finite-to-1 and
p is infinite but cr-finite.
(8) For countable-to-1 endomorphisms, the operators are defined on
LX(X, 38, p) if p is a finite measure. This is discussed more in §6.
Definition 4.3. For a measurable function a : X —>R we consider the induced
cocycle for T given by a(k, x) = HiZx a(T'x). Given two N-cocycles for T,
a and b, we say that a is conditionally cohomologous to b if there exists a
^"-measurable function h , called the transfer function such that

w

a. .

El(hoT)

hoT . .

b{x)= -^¡(hT{x) = ~m{x)

.

iorfia-e-xeX-

We note that this does not define an equivalence relation on cocycles, since
it does not follow that there is some measurable function g such that

-(x) = p°

(x)

for p a.e. x £ X;
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instead by setting g = l/h we have that
b, x

r

r-lfl\,

^

S°T

(this follows from Lemma 4.5).
From (*) and (*') we obtain the identity

1 , .

„, /1\,

»

(*) = K (t) (x)
£¿(A)
A conditional
cohomologous
cohomologous
The following

...

1

with v = jdp.

coboundary (for T and p) is a cocycle which is conditionally
to 1; that is, a(x) = [(h o T)/Eß(h)](x) a.e. The conditionally
cocycles a and b are cohomologous if Ais r~'^"-measurable.
statements hold for conditional cohomology.

Remarks 4.4. (1) If a is conditionally cohomologous to b with transfer func-

tion h , then
a, . hoT,
F(*) = —(x)

h . .
• ^(x)

_
for/<a,.xEl.

._

If we define the cocycle A*= A/is1(A), then for all k £ N,
a

Ao y

T(/c,x) = —¡—(jc) • A*(fc,jc)
b
h

for p a.e. x £ X.

(2) If a and b are conditionally cohomologous, then a is T~'^"-measurable

if and only if b is.
(3) A conditional coboundary is T~'^"-measurable, but not necessarily recurrent. (See Example 4.13.1.) Therefore, not all conditional coboundaries are
coboundaries.
(4) A conditional coboundary with transfer function h is recurrent if and
only if ht is. The cocycle h* can be characterized as a Radon-Nikodym derivative when h = dvjdp for two finite equivalent measures. In particular, we
denote by px the factor measure on (Xx ,38x) ~ (X, T~x38), as in Remark
3.5.2, then for a.e. jc e Xx we have a measure defined on the atom of jc in X,
say pf1 (cf. [3]). A computation shows that for p = h dp we have

* rr) - dv* (x) - dv If

Exß(h)(x)-dpf{x)-dpr»\dp

i^

38x\(x),

The above remarks suggest that the only impediments to the usual cohomology theory for invertible maps under change to equivalent measure are changes

of distribution within individual atoms of T~k38 .
Lemma 4.5. Assume that T is finite-to-l and v and p are both nonsingular
a-finite measures for T. The measure v is equivalent to p if and only if cov is
conditionally cohomologous to coß (via is1) if and only if coß is conditionally
cohomologous to cou (via El).
Proof. Using the fact that Jvt = [(h o T)/h] • JßT, an easy computation shows
that col//coß = (h o T)/Elß(h) with h = du/dp.
Similarly, coß/cuv =

(h-xoT)/El(h-x).

G
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It is well known and easily checked (cf. [22]) that T admits a cr-finite invariant measure v ~ p if and only if there exists a ^"-measurable function A

satisfying A(jc)= 52y€T-ux\h(y)/JßT(y) ; this holds if and only if Ao T = Pxh
a.e. The invariant measure v is finite if and only if A £ LX(X, 38, p). This
leads to the following theorem.
Theorem 4.6. If T is a nonsingular finite-to-l endomorphism of (X,38, p),
then coß(x) = Exl(JßT)(x)/n(x) and
(1) co~x = 6ß o T is a conditional coboundary if and only if T admits a
a-finite invariant measure equivalent to p.
(2) The index function «(•) is conditionally cohomologous to Exß(JßT) iff T
admits a a-finite invariant measure equivalent to p.

Proof. We first see that

Elß(JßT)(x)= Px(JßT)- ojß(x) =

Yl

l ' W"M = n(x)coß(x).

y€T-i(Tx)

(1) (=►)Assume that coß(x) = [Elß(h)/(hoT)](x). Then hoT-coß = Pxh-co,
so A o T = Pxh a.e. and T preserves a measure ~ p.

(-i=) If hoT - Pxh a.e., then hoT-co - P^h-co a.e. from which it follows
immediately that o)ß(x) = [£'¿(A)/(A o T)](x).
(2) This follows immediately from the first two statements. G
Corollary 4.7. T preserves p if and only if Eji(JßT)(x) = n(x) a.e.

Proof. Apply the proof of Theorem 4.6(1), using A = 1.
Corollary 4.8. If T is n(x)-to-l and the Jacobian of T is T~x38-measurable
then T admits a o-finite invariant measure ~ p iff n(-) is conditionally cohomologous to JßT ■
Corollary 4.9. Let f beapiecewise C map of a bounded interval I onto itself
which is symmetric in x (so that the Jacobian is T~x38-measurable). Then f
admits an invariant measure equivalent to Lebesgue measure if and only if \f'\
is conditionally cohomologous to n(x).

We now explore some further connections between the two cocycles JßT
and coß. By rß(T) we mean the usual Krieger ratio set (cf. [9] and [12]) for
noninvertible maps.
Proposition 4.10. LetT be a conservative nonsingular finite-to-l endomorphism
of (X ,38, p) admitting a a-finite invariant measure v ~ p. Let A = dv/dp ■
The following statements are equivalent.
(1) cov is cohomologous to coß.
(2) o)ß is a coboundary

(3) A is T~x38-measurable.
(4) Ex1(Jv,t\T~x38) is cohomologous to «(•) with transfer function A.
(5) Eß(JßT/n(-)\T~x&) is coboundary with transfer function h.
(6) coß is a recurrent cocyclefor T.

(7) rß(T) = {l}.
(8) A» is a recurrent cocycle.

Proof. (1) <&(2) is trivial and (2) «- (3) is from [11].
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(3) =» (4) If T admits a cr-finite invariant measure v ~ p, then

yer-'(rx)

ßAK*'

y£T~i(Tx)

ßl^J

by our hypothesis on A . Then it follows immediately that

(hoT)/h = n(>)[EJt(JltT)rl(4) ^ (3) is clear.
To show that (4) «• (5), we note that n^E^J^)]'1
(x) = 1(x)/û>^ . Since
EßJßT/n(-)) = ûj^ and coboundaries are recurrent, (6) follows from (5).
(1) =>•(6) is proved in [11], (6) =>(1) is proved in [24], and (6) =>■
(7) is done

in [12]. (7) =>(6) trivially, (4) =»(8) trivially, and (8) =»■
(6) by Lemma 4.5. G
From Remarks 4.4 we obtain the following.

Proposition 4.11. For T a finite-to-l endomorphism of (X, 38, p), T admits
a a-finite measure v = hdp:
(a) if and only if for every k £ N, Ek(coß(k, jc))-' is a conditional coboundary for Tk ;

(b) if and onlyif

El (nr"*K{k'

°){x) = hoTk'E» (^r^){x)

= hoTk'EW){x)

ae-

Proof, (a) follows from the easily checked property that coß(k, x) is Markovian
for Tk [24], and Theorem 4.6.
(b) follows since Tk preserves Adp for all k £ N if it preserves Adp for

fc= 1. G
Remarks 4.12. 1. We note that in general 8M is not T~ '^"-measurable.
computation shows that
Exß(Oß(x)=

""-xi*)

and

A

Exß(dßoT)(x) = [coß(x)-x].

2. Under the assumption that JßTk is T~k38-measurable for all fceN,we
obtain chain rules for the cocycles generated by both coß and 6ß ; i.e., for p
a.e. x and all k £ N,
C0fi(k, x) = coßTk(x)

and

6ß(k, x) = 9ßTk(x).

This can occur without the Jacobian being constant as can be seen in Example

2.5.
We conclude this section with some examples which illustrate the results of
this section, including conditional coboundaries that are not coboundaries.

Examples 4.13.
1. The modified Boole transformation. By (R, 38, m) we denote the space
of real numbers with the usual Borel structure and Lebesgue measure. We
consider the map Tx = \(x - 1/jc) which is defined and 2-to-l (w.r.t. m) on
R. Straightforward computations show that Tx = T(-l/x),
and com(x) =
com(-l/x) — j for a.e. x. Clearly m is not a recurrent measure, and com is
not a coboundary. However, it is well known that T preserves the probability
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measure 2/^(1 +x2)dx (cf. [7]). One can verify Theorem 4.6 directly by
computing that if h(x) = 2/n(l + x2), then
.

, v._,

~

hoT

. .

8jc2

[03m{X)] =2 = Ëûh){x)=n(x2+l)2

^(jc2 + 1)2

4x2

a'e-

That is, [com]~x is a conditional coboundary.

2. A modified transformation of Renyi. On the Lebesgue space ([0, 1], 38, m)
we define the transformation Tx —x/(l - x) for jc e [0, \) and Tx —2x - 1
for x £ [5,1).
This is a 2-to-l map which preserves the cr-finite infinite
measure v = l/xdx
(cf. [22]). For each x £ [0, \), there corresponds the
symmetric point y = 1/2(1 - jc) £ [\, 1) such that Tx = Ty. Similarly,
each y £ [j, 1) has a unique symmetric point x = (2y - l)/2y £ [0, j). We
compute for x £ [0, j), com(x) = 2/(2jc2 - 4jc + 3). We check that this is a
conditional coboundary with transfer function h(x) = 1/jc . For jc £ [0, 5),

AoT(x) = i^,

and

P¿(A)(x) = 1(1 - jc)2+ 2(1 - x)\ = 1=^ .

By this and 4.2(3) it follows immediately that co~x is a conditional coboundary
with transfer function A , but com is not a coboundary. From Proposition 4.10
we can also conclude that Lebesgue measure is not recurrent for T.

5. Recurrence

of cocycles and measures for endomorphisms

We assume in this section that T is conservative; i.e., for every set A e
&, p(A) > 0, there exists n £ N such that p(A n T~nA) > 0. We also
assume, by passing to a cohomologous measure if necessary that p(X) = 1. This
section consists of material which extends some work of Silva and Thieullen on

Markovians [24].
Definition 5.1. Any positive measurable function <y satisfying

(*)

/ f(Tx) • œ(x) dp(x) = / f(x) dp(x)

Jx

Jx

for every / £ LX(X ,38, p) is said to be Markovian for T and p.
Remarks. 1. It was shown in [24] that coßT is the unique T~'^"-measurable
function which is Markovian for T and p.
2. If co is a ^"-measurable function which is Markovian for T and p then
co £ LX(X, &, p) and Eß(co\T-x&) = coß. (Here Eß(h\T~x&) denotes the
usual conditional expectation of A £ LX(X, 38, p) with respect to the sub-cr-

algebra T~x&.)
3. Similarly, coßTk(x)= (dp/dpT~k)(Tkx)

is the unique T~k38-measurable
function which is Markovian for Tk and p. It is easily seen that coß(k, x) =
coßT(x)coßT(Tx)• ■■coßT(Tk~xx) is a ^"-measurable function which is Markovian for Tk and p so that Eß(coß(k, -)\T~k38) = coßTk.
Definition 5.2. Any Markovian co (for T and p) defines a cocycle co: Nxl-»
X as follows: for every ieN, x £ X, co(i, x) —JJitlo t°(Tkx). The cocycle
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co is recurrent if for every A £ 38, p(A) > 0, and every e > 0, there exists
an n £ N such that p(A n T~"A n {jc: \co(n, x) - 1| < e}) > 0. A Markovian
co is recurrent if the cocycle it generates under the N action of T is recurrent.
Equivalently, co is recurrent if for p a.e. x £ X, Y^qCo^, x) - co [23].
In the next proposition we characterize all Markovians for T and p.
Proposition 5.3. The function co is Markovian for T and p if and only if there
exists a measurable function h satisfying (i) co(x) = h(x)coß(x), (ii) Pß(h) l/coß, and (iii) Eß(h) = 1. Furthermore, given any positive measurable function
g on X, the function h = g/Eß(g) satisfies (ii) and (iii) and co(x) —g/Pß(g)
is Markovian.
Proof. (=>) Suppose co is Markovian. Then
Eß(m\T-x&)

= Exß(co)= Px(co)coß = coß,

so Pß(co) = 1 and A = co/coß satisfies ^'(A) = ^-Px(co) = l/coß.
quently (i)-(iü) hold.

Conse-

(<=) Now suppose that A is any function such that Px(h)(x) - [coß(x)]~x.
Obviously (iii) holds then, and we show that hcoß satisfies (*). Given any
nonnegative measurable function /,

/ f(x)dp(x)=

Jx

since coß is Markovian;

/ foT(x)-coß(x)dp(x)

Jx

since fo T is T~'^"-measurable,

and Eß(hcoß) =

E(hcoß\T~x38) = coß,-we have

/ foT(x)-coß(x)dp(x)=

Jx

/ foT(x)-hcoß(x)dp(x).

Jx

To prove the second statement, consider any positive measurable function g.
The function A = g/Ex(g) clearly satisfies (ii) and (iii), so hcoß is Markovian.

But

h(o"=pjéco-^ - pjk
as claimed.

G

Proposition 5.4. Markovians for T and p are in one-to-one correspondence with
a-finite measures equivalent to p. Recurrent Markovians for T and p are in
one-to-one correspondence with equivalent recurrent measures.
Proof. Suppose that co is any Markovian for T and p; then Exß(co)= coß.
We consider the measure v = codp, and we have from Lemma 4.5 that cov =
[(co o T)/Eß(co)]coß = co o T. The measure v is a recurrent measure if and
only if cov is recurrent if and only if co o T is a recurrent cocycle. But co is
cohomologous to coo T so co is a recurrent Markovian if and only if codp is
a recurrent measure.
We now suppose that v ~ p is any a-finite equivalent measure. Then we let
/(jc) = (dv/dp)(x) ; we claim that the function co(x) = cov(x)[(fo T)/f](x) is
Markovian. This is because cov - [(fo T)/Eß(f)]coß , so co(x) - [f/Pß(f)](x)
which is Markovian by Proposition 5.3. G
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Corollary 5.5. Suppose that p isa a-finite nonsingular measure for the conservative endomorphism T of (X ,38). The measure v ~ p is recurrent if and
only if f/Px (f) is recurrent where f = dv/dp.

If T admits an equivalent invariant measure, then obviously the invariant
measure is a recurrent one. The existence of an equivalent recurrent measure
for each endomorphism is still open. Silva and Thieullen [24] showed that if p
is an invariant measure for T (finite or a -finite), then any equivalent recurrent
measure is cohomologous to p. In other words, say v = h dp; then we know
that cov/coß — (ho T)/Exß(h). The result of Silva and Thieullen implies that
Eß(h) = A if and only if v is recurrent. Since the same statement holds for all
powers of T, we have the following result.
Proposition 5.6. Suppose that T is exact, preserves a a-finite measure p and
that v ~ p is a measure which is recurrent for Tk for all k e N. Then v = C-p
for some constant C ; if p and v are probability measures, then v = p.
Proof. Writing v = h dp,the recurrence of v for Tk implies that A is T~k38measurable for all k £ N. By exactness and the Martingale theorem, we have
that A is constant p a.e. If p and v are probability measures, then A = 1.
If p is infinite, we induce T on a set of finite measure. G
6. COUNTABLE-TO-1 ENDOMORPHISMS AND EXAMPLES

We will assume for now that (X, 38, p) is a Lebesgue probability space
and that T is a nonsingular countable-to-1 endomorphism; we also assume
that the index function n(x) — oo for p a.e. x. As before, we define the
Radon-Nikodym derivatives of T to be the unique T~x38-measurable func-

tion satisfying // o T • coßdp = Jfdp

for f £ Lx(X,38,p).

Clearly

coß £ LX(X, 38, p). For k £ N, the operators Ek and Pk are well defined
on LX(X, 38, p) as follows; we just define Ek to be the usual conditional expectation operator onto T~k&l and, we define Pk(f)(x) = Ek(f)/co/lTk(x).
When the measure is infinite or the function is not integrable, these operators
can fail to give finite-valued functions. We consider a few examples below.
All examples considered are nonsingular and piecewise linear. The first example was shown to the author by Klaus Schmidt [21]. It is an example of
an endomorphism T with the following properties: (1) T is a countable-to-1
endomorphism of the nonnegative reals; (2) the relation Rt is ergodic II^,
and St is IIoo as well though not ergodic; (3) T preserves no a-finite measure
equivalent to Lebesgue measure; (4) T is dissipative.
This example contrasts with the following easily proved lemma from ergodic
theory.

Lemma 6.1. If T is an invertible, nonsingular, ergodic transformation of a afinite Lebesgue space, then it is conservative.
Example 6.2 [21]. Let X be the space of nonnegative real numbers endowed
with the cr-algebra of Borel sets and set m —Lebesgue measure. We represent
any point in X = {jc: jc > 0} by it decimal expansion; we then define T by
removing the leftmost nonzero digit, and replacing it by a zero. That is, if we
write x = anl0" + ■■■+ aQ+ a-XlQ-x + ■■■+ a-ml0-m + ■■■, with a„ #0, then
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Tx = a„_i 10"-'+■ • -r-am10-m-l- • • . Equivalent^,

Tx = x-an(x)lO"W

, where

n(x) = max{n £ Z: a„ ¿ 0 for jc = £„T-oo a„ 10"} . We define 7/(0) = 0.
We note that the set E - [0, 1) satisfies E c T-'is and the set .F = (1, co)
satisfies T~XF c F. Both containments are proper since x = 10 e T~XE, but
x £ is and jc = 1.1 £ F, but x £ F. From this it follows that T admits
no a-finite invariant measure i/ ~ m. If so, then u(T~xE) = v(E) ; hence

v(T~xE\E) = 0. But £ ^ 7/-'£ => m(T~xE\E) > 0 <* v(T~xE\E) > 0.
This shows that there is no absolutely continuous invariant measure v < ^.
We next show that T is dissipative; we produce wandering sets of positive
measure. To do this, we just consider any interval of the form [n, n + 1), for
neN. Then T~x[n ,n + l)C [lOn, co). Suppose x £ T~lC n T~jC, i¿j.
Thenx £ T~'[n, n + 1) =*>•
x has exactly i nonzero digits lying to the left of
l.a_ia_2--- . Similarly, x must have exactly ;' nonzero digits appearing to the
left of 1... in its decimal expansion. This is obviously a contradiction unless
i = j.
We now show the following.
Proposition 6.3. T is ergodic with respect to Lebesgue measure.
Proof. Suppose that T~XA = A and m(A) > 0. Then T~xA = A implies
TnA = A for all n £ Z. So A must contain part of [0, 1) since T"x -* 0
for all x. Also A must contain most of some interval, i.e., by a Lebesgue
density argument, there exists a rational number a, and e0 < 1, such that
m(A n [a, a + e)) > .99e for all 0 < e < eo. Hence m(A n [0, e)) > 0 since,
[a, a + e) gets mapped to [0, e) under finitely many iterations of T. It can
be easily checked that for any e > 0, r~"[0, e) is all of R+ . Since we found
the original interval [a, a + e) to be mostly in A, letting e -> 0, we see that

m(R+\A) = 0.

G

We consider the relations Rt and St for this example. Since T is ergodic
and nonsingular, R is also ergodic and nonsingular. We claim that R and S
are both type IIoo ; in particular Lebesgue measure is preserved. R is ergodic
because T is; S is not ergodic because we show that T is not exact. We
compute Tail(/i) = U^li T~n(T"A) for sets A of positive measure and show
that we do not always get a tail of full measure. Letting A —[0, 1), for example,
we see that while p(Tail(A)) - co, p(R+\Tail(A)) —co as well.
An easy calculation shows that Jß(n, x) — 1 for almost all x. The fact that

the Jacobian is constant gives us that S is type II by Corollary 3.6; the fact
that the constant value is 1 tells us that R is type II. Since Lebesgue measure
is infinite we obtain II^ relations for both R and S.
Example 6.4. Two strongly equivalent endomorphisms. We construct a countableto-1 map T on the unit interval which preserves Lebesgue measure m and for
which 5 is type III 1/2. In this case, com — 1, hm(T) — co, and it can be
shown that T is strongly orbit equivalent to a 2-to-l map of finite entropy.
Let X = [0, 1), 38 the er-algebra of Borel sets, and m = Lebesgue measure.
On the interval [\, 1), the graph of T has slope 2, on [\, \) the graph has
slope 4, etc. On the interval [l/2fc , l/2fc_1), the graph has slope 2k , and for
each piece of the graph, we draw the line segment passing through the points
( 1/2k, 0) and ( 1/2k" ', 1), leaving out the right-hand point of the line segment.
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This map can be described as follows: on the space X = TJioi^' x}' >we Put
the usual Borel structure, the (\, \) i.i.d. Bernoulli measure, and let a denote
the one-sided shift. For x £ X, let r(x) = min{;': x}■= 1}; we then define
Tx = a'Wx. We define 7\0) = 0.
We consider now the map U on I by U(x) = 3x (modi) if x £ [0, 5)
and U(x) = \x (modi) if x £ [\, 1), then we see that Ru and Su are
both of type III1/2, so U and T are strongly orbit equivalent. In both cases,
co= 1.

7. Some connections

and open problems

We assume in this section that p is a probability measure on X, and T is
a nonsingular, conservative, countable-to-1 endomorphism of X. We consider
any element <f>
e [ST] ■Then cf>is invertible a.e., and for each x £ X we have
that <f>(x)= T~^{x)(Tk(-x)x), where by Ti(x) we denote

T\A¡(x)with Ai{x) c

kcx)-VÎS)"ir-'^Definition 7.1. We define </>e [St] to be of power K (and write </>e [Sj ] or

</>~A.)if:
(i) k(x) = Ä. for a.e. x in the above representation of </>,
(ii) for all k > K, Tkx ¿Tk</>x.
One constructs an automorphism <f>of power K by cutting one atom of the
finite partition Ça: into measurable subsets, cutting the rest of the atoms in the
same way, and then permuting the subsets of the atoms among the other atoms.
We say <j>is of power < K (and write </>< [5f ] or <f>
< K) if k(x) < K
for a.e. x and K is the minimum element of N with that property. If </>
< K,
then <f>can be expressed formally as an automorphism of power K except that
condition (ii) will fail to hold. We define </)to be of finite power if <f>is of
power K for some K > co.
If </>< [Sj ], for each measurable function / we consider the operator P*
defined in §4:

<(/)(*)= E

-r%-

Proposition 7.2. For each </>
< K, the followinghold:
(1)

*? (w)

{X)= P*(l)iX) = [(0^k{x)ri '

(2) (dp<f>/dp)coßTkis Markovian for Tk .

Proof. If (j)< K, then for a.e. x, </>(x)= T~^{x)(Tk(x)x), with k(x) < K.
Because of the cancellation which occurs if ac(jc)< K we have for p a.e. x,
(dp<j)/dp)(x) = JßTK(x)/JßTK(<j)x). By Corollary 3.4

pKfdpf\ ( , _
^{dp)

v-^

W - y€T-«(T*x)
_2^

(dp<t>/dp)(y)
_ ^

1

JßTK(y)
-. yeT%*x)J»TK{<t,y)'
L
J»TK(y)

By assumption 0 is a measurable automorphism, so by ignoring a set of measure
zero on which <f>fails to be invertible, we have that if y, z £ T~K(TKx) and
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y t¿ z, then cj>y^ <f>z.Furthermore, by our representation of 0, we know that
(f>y£ T~K(TKx) if y is. By the surjectivity of <f>,every y £ Tk(TKx) is of the
form y = <f>zfor some z, and since TKz = T^y, we have that z £ T~K(TKx)
as well. Therefore, we can write
^

-r—rr^

=

y^

"7—rT = [w5(x)]"'as

claimed.

G

We have the following proposition.

Proposition 7.3. if T is an ergodic conservative finite-to-l endomorphism on
(X ,38, p), then the following are equivalent:
1. T preserves p.

2. For some <f>
£ [ST], Px(dpcj>/dp)(x) = 1 a.e.

3. For all KeK, for all <j>
< K, Pf(dp<j)/dp)(x) = 1 o.e.
Proof. This is clear from Proposition 7.2(1) and the fact that T preserves p

iff coßT(x) = 1 a.e. iff co%(x)= 1 a.e. for all K > 1. G
In what follows we will only consider <f>£ [St] of finite power, so we can
assume <f>is conservative (because it is periodic). For conservative 0, by [19]
we have that dp<f>/dp is a recurrent cocycle for (the integer action generated by)
(/>. By Proposition 7.2 Eß(dp<j>/dp) is also a recurrent cocycle for <f>and for
T (since it is identically 1), even if p is not a recurrent measure for T. The
proposition below illustrates the effect of changing to an equivalent measure.
Proposition 7.4. Assume T is a conservative ergodic finite-to-l endomorphism

of(X ,38, p), (j)£ [St] is of power K, and v —hdp. Then
1. The cocycle dv<p/dv is cohomologous to dpfy/dp with transfer function

A.
2. The function Pß(dp<p/dp) is conditionally cohomologous to P^(dv^>/dv)
as a TK cocycle with transfer function h .
3. The cocycle P„(dv(f>ldv) is cohomologous to Pß(h)/h under TK . Equivalently, co% is cohomologous to h/Pß(h).
4. Recurrence of the measure v for TK is equivalent to recurrence of the TK

cocycle h/P*(h).
Proof. 1. This follows from Schmidt [ 19] since <j>is an automorphism.

2.

f (if)

= [wfrl = AT^[<rl

(^L™™4-5)

E*{h) Kfdp<j>\
hoTK

» \dp

)

3. By above,
pk (dv±\

" \dv

)-

__ &Ipk
rPf.

Then apply Proposition 7.2.

(dpf\ _ P?(h) A

hoTK " \dp

J

h

hoTK
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4. Recurrence of v is equivalent to recurrence of [P^(dv<t>/dv)] ' = cov
[11], and recurrence of a cocycle is invariant under cohomology. G
Corollary 7.5. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 7.4, the following are equiva-

lent:
(1) T admits a a-finite measure v ~ p.

(2) Pß(dp(j>/dp) is a conditional coboundaryfor TK for all <$>
< K (cf.
Definition4.3).
(3) For some <j>£[ST], Px(dp4>/dp) is a conditional coboundary for T.

Proof. (2) =>(1) If P*(dp(t>ldp) = (Ao TK)/Ef(h) = [co*(x)]-x a.e., then for
v = Adp,

P? $£)

= [of i*)]"1 - [<(*)]-'|^

(by Lemma 3.5)

hoTKE*(h)
EK[h) hoTK

so v is invariant by Proposition 7.3.
(1) =>(2) If T admits an invariant measure v ~ p, then

1

v \dv

)

v(ûv[X)i

V(°v(XU hoT*

r» [dp

J hoT*

so the result follows.

(2) =>(3) is trivial.
(3) =>( 1) follows from 7.1( 1) and Theorem 4.6. G
The question of a good notion of orbit equivalence for endomorphisms depends upon a better understanding of the cocycle A* = h/Eß(h) and the related
Markovian Kcoß = h/Px(h). For any T one can find measurable, even inte-

grable A on X for which the above cocycles are transient; this is a consequence
of a construction of Eigen and Silva [7]. We pose three basic questions:
(1) Given any ergodic conservative nonsingular endomorphism T which is
noninvertible, is there always an equivalent recurrent measure? By Proposition
5.4 the answer is yes if and only if there exists a positive measurable function
A such that the cocycle h/Px(h) is recurrent for T.
(2) If v and p are equivalent recurrent measures for T, are they cohomologous?
(3) Obviously the r~'^"-measurability of A is a sufficient condition for the
cocycle A» to be recurrent and the measures p and Adp to be cohomologous.
Is it necessary? If T admits an equivalent invariant measure, the answer is yes

[24].
We conclude by mentioning some interesting topics in endomorphisms related to this study. The idea of computing the quotient relation of Rt by the
relation St is a natural one and has been studied by Schmidt [20], as well as
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Dajani and the author, and others (see [6] for references). Invertible extensions,
and the connections with recurrent measures, have been studied by Eigen, Silva,
Thieullen, Dajani and the author (see e.g., [6, 7, 8, 18, 23, 24]).
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